Since 1948

Building story
“Tens of thousands of
passengers, employees,
suppliers and visitors pass
through Zürich airport every
day. At the same time, we are
subject to the highest security
requirements. We can now
manage this level of complexity
thanks to a range of innovative
solutions from a single provider.
dormakaba has been helping us
at Zürich airport meet these
requirements for decades.”
Peter Frei
Head of Safety & Security
Aviation
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Zürich airport.
An essential hub for
international air traffic
Zürich is a global banking and
finance centre. It is also home to the
largest airport in Switzerland, which
opened officially in 1948. Zürich is an
essential hub for international air
traffic and serves 206 destinations
in 68 countries. Following global
trends, passenger numbers have
increased rapidly here, too.
On average, around 85,000
passengers travel through Zürich
airport every day. On peak days,
this can increase to well over
100,000 passengers. And safety
is our main priority.

dormakaba products and customized solutions can be found throughout the entire airport, contributing
to an efficient, comfortable and
controlled passenger flow.
The access solutions make airport
processes more efficient and the airport environment comfortable and
attractive for the passengers. Zürich
airport always achieves top comfort
rankings, in part due to our automated boarding systems.

Proven technologies for
convenient access

dormakaba’s job:
• Rapid and convenient access to passenger areas and aeroplanes
using automated boarding systems at boarding pass checkpoints
• Boarding pass control in security zones
• Automated access control with different security levels in Schengen
and non-Schengen areas
• Convenient and secure access solutions for airport personnel,
suppliers and passengers
• Faster passenger processes to reduce waiting times
• Remote, centrally coordinated access control and authorisation to
restricted areas (e.g. landside-airside)
• Barrier-free access

01 A special design of Argus HSB business
lounge egates provide secure and convenient access to the Swiss Lounge in
the Airside Center.

Automatic entrance systems guide the passenger flow towards
and inside buildings and also regulate access to sensitive areas.
The airport company has relied on dormakaba boarding gates for
many years. The entrances to security zones are equipped with
the automated boarding pass control systems HSB-M03 egates.
And the airport operator went one step further and optimised the
entire passenger handling process. dormakaba provided also halfheight self-boarding gates. The automated boarding pass control
systems offer a quick and convenient access for passengers to
transfer areas.

02 The Argus HSB-M03 boarding gates are
equipped with 2D barcode readers that
can scan physical and electronic tickets.

A focus on security

All requirements of a modern access management
system are fulfilled
All entrances and exits for passengers and vehicles that
require authorisation are monitored and controlled from
the parking control centre. In this way, the airport
company always knows which vehicles or pedestrians
have entered non-public and security-relevant areas,
and where they gained access.
dormakaba exos provides a variety of scalable and
intelligent modules that can be easily adapted to suit
specific requirements, including visitor management, car
park management, time recording of suppliers and more.
This system can be integrated into the existing IT
environment and features open and standardised
interfaces. This means that data can be easily and
efficiently exchanged with other systems and extended.

01

02
Controlled access to restricted areas using
access control
Airport management staff access their workplaces through
electronically controlled Orthos personal interlock systems.
The personal interlocks fulfil very high security requirements
and provide an increased control of restricted areas of the
building.
03
Weatherproof perimeter security
All outdoor entrances to the airport are reliably secured
with robust turnstiles from the Kentaur product range.
They control staff access in combination with electronic
registration units.

01
The exos access management system
is flexible and scalable, for example,
it can allow remote release functions
made by the parking control centre.
02
The Orthos personal interlock system
controls access to sensitive areas and
can be fitted with a scale on request,
for even more security.
03
Kentaur turnstiles in combination with
dormakaba readers control access
at the various outdoor gates.

Barrier-free, intelligent solutions to
control passenger flow

Increased convenience for passengers in transit and
transfer areas.
To provide maximum freedom of movement, the Airport transit
and transfer areas - whether at Departures or Arrivals - are
equipped with a high number of easy-to-use, accessible door
systems. For example, the ease of access is enabled by the
proven and intelligent EASY OPEN technology integrated in the
TS 93 door closers.
Another area of application for the TS 93 at Zürich airport is
preventive fire protection. Doors that are open during standard
operation and that ensure a smooth passenger flow close in
case of fire to protect against fire and smoke.

01 Double-leaf door closing systems

Customs areas meet innovative product design
The access readers merge discreetly and harmoniously into
the architecture of the airport buildings.
The readers and registration units secure and control
access to various customs areas within the airport.
02 Compact readers

Products used Product groups/products
Boarding gates
Personal interlocks
Security revolving doors
Turnstiles
Access control systems
Access readers and peripherals
Electronic fittings

Argus HSB (boarding pass control, self-boarding, business lounge access)
Orthos PIL-S01, Orthos PIL-M02 (one-way corridors)
Geryon
Kentaur
exos 9300 key deposit systems
Access readers, access manager 9125 with registration units 9001/9002
c-lever compact, c-lever, digital cylinders, mechatronic cylinders with CardLink or
wireless technology

Door closer

TS 93

Horizontal sliding walls

HSW

Automatic swing door operators

ED 250

Automatic sliding door system

ES 200

Mechanical locking systems

Kaba Star structured locking systems

The airport continues to rely on
dormakaba solutions

Zürich airport is constantly changing and continually facing
new challenges.
The facade of the major construction project THE CIRCLE has already
been completed. This, the largest high-rise construction site in
Switzerland, will link the airport and the city of Zürich even more
closely. Buildings are being constructed over an area of 30,000 square
metres around the airport. The new buildings will house restaurants,
offices, retail outlets, seminar and conference rooms, hotels, surgeries,
clinics and exhibition and performance spaces. A new city is being
created in close proximity to metropolitan Zürich. It will provide
approximately 6,500 jobs over a floor space of 180,000 square metres.
dormakaba corporate access solutions are modular and can be
customised to overcome these new challenges. This means that the
system grows alongside future requirements and can be expanded
and adapted to new situations at any time. It can also be modified to
meet the additional requirements imposed by the new and attractive
centre, THE CIRCLE.
01 Access readers. Access to the visitors’
terrace at Gate B

05/20 Subject to technical modifications
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And what can
we do for you?
Just get in touch with us.
Visit us at:
www.dormakaba.com/de-de/produkte-loesungen/referenzen/uebersicht
or contact us via email: info.ch@dormakaba.com

